VEHICLE VINYL WARRANTY POLICY
We stand behind our workmanship and do everything we can to recommend the best product for each application. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to ask to speak with one of our owners.
We are in the business of building relationships and yours matters to us.
This warranty statement applies exclusively to products manufactured and installed by SIGMA Signs. We offer a
twelve month (12) in-house warranty on vehicle wrap and vehicle graphics products.
Our warranty covers defects in materials and installation. This includes replacement of failed materials, removal, and
installation.
Instructions on our “Vehicle Vinly Care” sheet must be followed. This warranty does not cover damage to the wrap
or graphics from negligence, misuse, accidents, road damage, wear and tear, or any failure not a product of installtion or materials.
This warranty does not cover warrantable failures due to pre-existing damage to vehicles , the vehicles paint or
clear coat. This warranty does not cover a warrantable failure in the event that the client chooses to keep any/all
emblems on a vehicle and to have them wrapped over.
This warranty does not cover the integrity of vinyl exposed to window wipers or vinyl applied to vehicle windows
that move or slide.
All claims must be made within the 12 month warranty time frame and are subject to approval by a SIGMA Signs
authorized representative.
In case of a warrantable failure, our responsibility is limited solely to, at its option, repairing or replacing the defective wrap or parts of the wrap. Customer’s option for repair of warrantable failures is strictly limited to repair at a
SIGMA Signs facility.
Materials used in warranty repairs will carry the same warranty coverage as the materials they replace, but the
expiration dates will be the same as those of the original materials.
Vinyl Graphics and Lettering Removal
We make every effort to remove existing signage, vinyl, etc... with minimum to no damage to the surface.
We will do our best to survey the removal and give possible scenarios in advance, but we do not guarantee a
damage-free removal of ANY type of material from ANY surface.
This warranty is the sole warranty made by SIGMA Signs in regards to our vehicle wrap products and we make no
other warranties, expressed or implied.
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